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ABSTRACT

This application note presents a method for interfacing the ADS8320/ADS8325 16-bit 100 KSPS SAR analog-to-digital converter to the TMS320C6711 DSP. Software developed for use in this application reads continuously from the converter. Explained within is how to use the BIOS/CSL and the configuration tool in Code Composer Studio™ to set the McBSP and hardware interrupt vectors. The software can also be used for interfacing the ADS8321 and ADS8324 analog-to-digital converters to any McBSP. In an effort to reduce development time, the source code is available via TI’s website.
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1 Introduction

The ADS8320/ADS8325 is a single-channel, 100-KSPS, 16-bit analog-to-digital converter. The converter gluelessly interfaces to the TMS320C6711 digital signal processor (C6711 DSP). The TMS320C6711 DSP starter kit (DSK) and DEM-MSOP8 EVM were used for system development.

This application note explains the software interface, including how to set the McBSP register settings and data recovery. The application code continuously reads samples from the converter and stores them in an array. Software written for this note is available for download from TI’s website.

2 Hardware and Software Tools

The TMS320C6711 DSP starter kit is a low-cost medium for interfacing the TMS320C6711 DSP to the ADS8320/ADS8325. Figure 1 shows how the digital lines should be connected together. In this report the ADS8320/ADS8325 is interfaced to a C6711 DSP via multichannel buffered serial port 1 (McBSP1).

The ADS8320/ADS8325 communicates with microprocessors via a synchronous 3-wire serial interface. The DCLOCK signal synchronizes the data transfer, with each bit being transmitted on the falling edge of DCLOCK. Therefore the McBSP is programmed to receive data on the rising edge of CLKX1. A falling CS signal initiates the conversion and data transfer. As mentioned above, FSX1 is wired to CS. The first 4.5 to 5.0 clock periods of the conversion cycle are used to sample the input signal. After the fifth falling DCLOCK edge, DOUT is enabled and outputs a LOW value for one clock period. For the next 16 DCLOCK periods, DOUT outputs the conversion result—most significant bit first. After the least significant bit (B0) has been output, subsequent clocks repeat the output data, but in a least significant bit first format. The full conversion cycle is therefore \((5+1+16) = 22\) clocks, for this reason the McBSP transmit and receive word size are set to 24 bits.

The transmit clock pin, CLKX1 of McBSP1 is wired to DCLOCK pin. The transmit frame sync, FSX1 of McBSP1, is wired to CS. Finally, the receive-data register (DRR1) is wired to Dout pin.

![Figure 1. Hardware Interface](image-url)
2.1 TMS320C6711 DSK

The TMS320C6711 DSP starter kit (DSK) not only provides an introduction to C6000™ DSP technology, but is powerful enough to use for fast development of networking, communications, imaging and other applications like data acquisition. Search TI’s website (www.ti.com) for more information on the C6711™ DSP starter kit or go to the link below:

http://focus.ti.com/docs/tool/toolfolder.jhtml?PartNumber=TMDS320006711

2.2 5-6K Interface Card

The 5-6K interface card provides data converter customers with a great amount of flexibility for the evaluation of data acquisition products from Texas Instruments. The interface card provides direct plugin of different analog-to-digital, (or digital-to-analog) converter evaluation modules (EVMs) onto this interface card, which then sits on the C5000™ DSP or C6000™ DSP starter kit. This hardware stackup allows software coding to begin right away. The card consists of two signal conditioning sites, two serial EVM sites, and a parallel EVM site. It enables rapid prototyping of the complete signal chain. The link below provides more information on this interface board.

http://focus.ti.com/docs/tool/toolfolder.jhtml?PartNumber=5-6KINTERFACE

2.3 DEM-MSOP8

The DEM-ADS-MSOP8 A/D converter evaluation fixture provides for quickly testing the ADS8320/ADS8325 on the platform. This particular board does not plug directly into a 5-6k interface card, so for this report three wires are used to connect the digital I/O from ADS8320/ADS8325 to the McBSPa slot of the 5-6k interface card. Daughtercard EVMs are currently being developed for plugging directly into the interface card. For more information on the DEM-MSOP8 evaluation fixture go to the link below:

http://focus.ti.com/docs/tool/toolfolder.jhtml?PartNumber=DEM-ADS-MSOP8

2.4 Software Development Tool

The software is written using Code Composer Studio™. The Code Composer Studio (CCStudio) development tools provide a fully integrated development environment (IDE) supporting Texas Instruments industry-leading TMS320™ DSP platforms. Code Composer Studio IDE is the first intelligent development environment to offer TMS320C2000™ DSP, TMS320C5000™ DSP, TMS320C6000™ DSP, and OMAP™ application development for multiprocessor, multiuser and multisite projects.

CCStudio integrates all host and target tools in a unified environment to simplify DSP system configuration and application design. The unified environment includes TI's DSP/BIOS™ kernel, code-generation tools, fast simulators, debugger, and real-time data exchange (RTDX) technology. CCStudio also has an open architecture that allows TI and third party developers to extend the IDE functionality by seamlessly plugging in additional specialized tools.

For more information, readers may search TI’s website.
3 Program

The code developed for this application note uses the sample rate generator of McBSP1 to trigger conversions every 10 µs. The DSP, via an interrupt service routine, reads a 24-bit word, and moves the sample into a 16-bit array called `ad_buffer`. BIOS/CSL is used to initialize all the DSP and McBSP registers; therefore, all the registers are set before branching to the main function. As a result, in the main function, only two actions need to be performed—first to enable interrupts, and second to start McBSP port 1. The McBSP receiver interrupt service routine is called to read the sample of the receiver and store the data.

3.1 McBSP Setting

The following sections highlight how to use the configuration tool to set up the McBSP and hardware interrupts.

1. As shown in Figure 2, on the Operating Mode tab, place the McBSP in SPI mode by selecting Delay (SPI) from the pulldown options in the Clock Stop Mode field.

![Figure 2. Operating Mode Tab](image-url)
2. As we see in the hardware interface diagram (Figure 1), the transmit portion of the McBSP is used for DCLOCK and CS to the ADS8320/ADS8325. On the Transmit Mode tab (Figure 3), CLX1 is set as output, with rising-edge polarity. The first edge after CS goes low is a rising edge. In this case the sample-rate generator is set to trigger new conversion cycles. NOTE: The Sample-Rate Generator tab is where the conversion frequency is set, described in greater detail in step 6. Also, use the Transmit Mode tab to set the polarity of the CS. It must be set to Active Low to ensure FSX1 goes low when a new cycle begins.

Figure 3. Transmit Mode Tab
3. As shown in Figure 4, the phase, number of words per frame, and word length are set using the Transmit Frame tab. Set the options for 24-bit words per single-phase.

![Figure 4. Transmit Frame Tab](image)

4. As shown in Figure 5 (Receive Mode tab), the receive register setting is ignored in SPI mode. CLKR and FSR are internally tied to CLKX and FSX, respectively. The polarity and phase of clock are set by CLKSTP and CLKXP bit fields in SPCR.

![Figure 5. Receive Mode Tab](image)
5. Set the Receive Frame tab as shown in Figure 6. Again, each conversion is a single-phase, 24-bit word.

![Figure 6. Receive Frame Tab](image-url)
In the Sample-Rate Generator tab, select the options shown in Figure 7. The analog-to-digital converter used for developing this application note was sampled at 100 kHz. Set the Frame period to 25. This generates 24 clocks in each cycle. Set Frame width to 1, (CS is high for only one cycle). There are two ways to trigger a conversion cycle. The first is by writing data into the data transmit register, and the second is by using the sample-rate generator. The sample-rate generator is used in this report because it generates a periodic conversion rate—select Frame Sync Signal from the dropdown menu. Using the Sample-Rate Generator Clock Mode dropdown menu, set the sample-rate generator to be derived off the CPU clock. The input clock to the C6711 DSP sample-rate generator is half the CPU clock; in the case of the C6711 DSP starter kit it for this application note it was 80 MHz. The clock frequency divider field is set to 30 to generate 2.5-MHz DCLOCK.

![Sample-Rate Generator Tab](image_url)
7. After the McBSP configuration object is set, the object then must be mapped into the McBSP_Port1. To do this, right-click on the Mbsp_Port1 and select the options shown in Figure 8.

![McBSP Port Configuration](image-url)

**Figure 8. McBSP1 Configuration Object Mapping**
3.2 HWI Setup

The only remaining item to set up via the configuration tool is the McBSP receive Hardware Interrupt.

1. Chose to map the McBSP1 Receive interrupt to HWI_INT13. Type the name of the interrupt service function with an underscore, as shown in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. McBSP1Rcv_ISR General Tab](image)

2. Select Dispatcher tab, and select options as shown in Figure 10. BIOS enables the interrupt and handles branching to and from the McBSP1Rcv_ISR function.
3.3 **Software Flow**

BIOS/CSL initializes all the DSP and registers of the peripherals discussed in the previous sections before branching to the Main function. In the Main function, the user needs only to enable interrupts and start the McBSP. The McBSP sample-rate generator triggers conversions at 100 kHz. Each conversion cycle generates an interrupt from the McBSP receiver. This interrupt is serviced by McBSP1Rcv_ISR, which reads the 24-bit word, captures the 16-bit sample, and stores it in `ad_buffer`. When the `ad_buffer` array is full, the index to the buffer is reset and the sample index vector is reset to 0. A flow chart of the functions is shown as Figure 11. The user program is shown in Appendix A.
4 Conclusion

This application note explained the software interface, including how to set the McBSP register settings and data recovery. The application code provided continuously reads samples from the converter and stores them in an array. Software written for this note is available for download from TI’s website.
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Appendix A – MAIN.C

```c
#include "csl.h"
#include "csl_irq.h"
#include "csl_mcbsp.h"

#define BLOCK_SZ 1024 /* size of data buffer */

/*DSP/BIOS variables*/
extern far MCBSP_Handle hMcbsp1;

/*Global variables*/
unsigned short ad_buffer[BLOCK_SZ], i=0;

void main() {

/*Enable McBSP1 Recieve Interrupt*/
IRQ_enable(IRQ_EVT_RINT1);
/*McBSP is pre-initialize as SPI by BIOS/CSL before entering into main()*/
/*Sample-rate generator will trigger conversions at 100KSPS, assuming */
/*code is running on 150MHz C6711*/
/*Start McBSP1 */
MCBSP_start(hMcbsp1,MCBSP_RCV_START | MCBSP_XMIT_START | MCBSP_SRGR_START|
MCBSP_SRGR_FRAMESYNC, 0);

/*McBSP1 Receive Interrupt Service routine will extract 16-bit and store in data array ad_buffer*/
}

/* Function: McBSP1Rcv_ISR()*/
/* Description: McBSP1 Receive Interrupt Service Routine. Reads sample out of*/
/* receive register. extracts 16-bit data from 24-bit read and stores it*/
/* in array call ad_buffer. When the buffer table is full, it resets the*/
/* pointer to the beginning and flushs receive buffer.*/
```

---
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void McBSP1Rcv_ISR(void)
{
    unsigned int data;

    /* Wait until a value is received then read it */
    while (!MCBSP_rrdy(hMcbsp1));
    data = (MCBSP_read(hMcbsp1) & 0x0003FFF6) >> 2;

    /* Store sampled data into 16-bit array ad_buffer*/
    ad_buffer[i++] = data;

    if (i >= BLOCK_SZ ) /*Reset index? */
    {
        i=0;
        // MCBSP_read(hMcbsp1); /*Flush McBSP Receiver*/
        // MCBSP_read(hMcbsp1); /*Flush McBSP Receiver*/
        // MCBSP_read(hMcbsp1); /*Flush McBSP Receiver*/
        // MCBSP_reset(hMcbsp1); /*Uncomment to reset McBSP1*/
    }
}
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